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____________________________________________________________________________ 

Despite all advantages well  knowed by doctors worldwide of modern homeopathy in the 

human and animal health ailments treatments including cronic and acute stages of several 

functional and cellular diseases. 

The homeopathic  international community needs urgently pay attention to the scientific 

proofing of the physiological background of energetic quantum of homeopathic remedies on 

the human and animals organisms… 

The reality of this needing it becomes an answer to the real dilemma and it has a basis on the 

action of energetic waves of diluted and dinamized upon the cell mithocondria as a vital cell 

element responsible by the processing of such energetic quantum absorption. 

Development of a realistic model of mithocondrial quantum of energetic absorption it will 

become the final answer to the question. 

And then its energetic quantum spreeding all  over on the human and animal tissues and 

organs as well… 

Certainly the sequential taken of photos in high resolutions films of human and animals cell 

mithocondria upon action of several homeopathic dilutions and dinamizations scales of 

medicines like DH, CH, LM,K…prescribed by several top homeopathicians worldwide. 

 And so many others ones prescribed by doctors to the human and animal patients it will be 

the final step to make it become true concerning the scientifical basis of homeopathy 

validation as an answer to the international medical community … 

Several homeopathic salts may be marked by well chose radioactive elements  and then be 

tracked by positronic or even electronic microscopes over the mithocondria ´s cell absorption 

and its distribution all over the human and animal cellular background. 

Actually we just have some few theorical models concerning this main question on the 

Homeopathy, as the complicated quantic model of energy on the human and animal beings 

but not a demonstrable and repeatable model that may be obtained on such way as described 

above by the author in medical  lab controlled up dated condictions. 

Or even old fashion philosophical models and in consequence so on just an endless discussion 

without real results on the question by both sides, or be the antagonists and defenders of 

Homeopathy worldwide. 

Maintaining the Homeopathy on a low stage of scientifical credibility as a called non scientifical 

medical therapeutic and over hazardous critics in the world midia nowadays. 



It becomes very necessary a responsible  “mea culpa” of the world homeopathic community 

since 200 years ago after Hahnemann developed the basis of Homeopathy as a valid and real 

medical therapeutics not developed yet since then this final physiological model of action of 

homeopathic medicines making it so necessary actually in the beginning  in the second decade 

of the 21
st

.century. 

A final answer to the main century dilemma upon the Homeopathy will be finally over.. 

The challenger it is launched to the world medical homeopathic community.  
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